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God and Gold argues that the history of the modern world is the story of a centuries-long war 

between the English-speaking peoples and their enemies. Sustained by control of the oceans that 

surround them, over the past three-hundred years the British and then the Americans built a 

global system of politics, power, investment, and trade.  

 

Since Cromwell’s day, the English-speakers have seen their enemies as an axis of evil who hate 

liberty and God, who care nothing for morality, who will do anything to win, and who rely on a 

treacherous fifth column to assure victory.    

 

Those enemies—from Catholic Spain and Louis XIV to the Nazis and the communists and now 

to al-Qaeda—held similar beliefs about their British and American rivals. But no matter who was 

right, for more than three hundred years the Anglo-Americans have been winning. They have 

occasionally lost small wars but they have won the great power wars that shape the world.  



 

Where some see an end to history and others see a clash of civilizations, God and Gold shows how 

the current conflicts in the Middle East are the latest challenge to the rise of Anglo-American 

power and describes the diplomacy of civilizations the current situation demands.  

 

This book is suitable for the following types of courses:  

 

 Courses on British and/or American history 

 Courses on the history of American foreign policy and international affairs 

 Courses on world history and the philosophy of history 

 

 

Discussion Questions  

 

Courses on British and/or American History 

 

1. What are the features of the world system invented by the Dutch and further developed by 

the British?  

 

2. Does “the system,” as it is run by the United States, differ from the British system? If so, how? 

 

3. What was the role of religion in the rise of the Anglo-American world system? 

 

4. How did financial institutions support the rise of the Anglo-American world system? 

 

Courses on the History of American Foreign Policy and International Affairs  

 

1. What is “whig history?” How is it relevant to American foreign policy? How does it relate to 

American views of world government and international institutions? 

 

2. How does capitalism, in Mead’s view, propel American foreign policy? 

 

3. Discuss the role of religion in international affairs.  

 

Courses on World History and the Philosophy of History 

 

1. What does this book say about the end of history and the clash of civilizations?  Are they 

opposing ideas?  Can the concepts coexist? 

 

2. What does the author mean when he says that the United States “sets the pace” in the 

international system?  What are the consequences for the rest of the world? 

 

3. Are there universal historical forces?  Historical truths? 



Further Projects  

 

Grand Strategy Memo 

 

This book is intended to inform students and policymakers. Write a memorandum addressed to a 

presidential cabinet identifying the preeminent grand strategic threat to the United States in the 

realm of religion and/or culture. Describe the origins and evolution of this threat, and design a 

strategy to combat it.  

 

Op-Ed 

 

One of the central goals of this book is to provide historical perspective on issues that are hotly 

debated both in Congress and the press. Choose a current issue and write an op-ed about it; use 

some of the historical material and/or draw on some of the philosophers mentioned in the book 

to support your argument.  

 

Discussion/Debate 

 

Do you agree with the author’s conclusions? Why/why not? Cite passages from the book to 

support your conclusion.  
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